Experimental studies of chemosensitivity testing of urothelial cancer grown in nude mice.
The present study provides information relevant to a number of variables which may influence response to treatment of nude mouse-grown human urothelial cancer. A number of xenotransplanted tumors were exposed to selected treatments at different transplant generations, and at various dose levels and treatment schedules. It was observed that nude mouse-grown tumors were characterized by consistency, reproducibility and biological stability not affected by the transplant generation at which they were examined. Treatment related dose response curves were steep, the sharpness of the curves depending on the degree of tumor sensitivity. Best therapeutic results were obtained at the maximum tolerated dose of cytotoxic agents under study and of importance, a 20% to 40% dose reduction with the same treatment schedule resulted in little or no activity. In addition, treatment schedule, timing and sequence of treatments and to a certain degree, tumor grade were important variables which could influence tumor response. The nude mouse-human tumor system provides important preclinical guidelines on dose, schedule, sequence and timing of treatments and can assist in designing more efficient clinical trials.